
COVID Aftermath 

 

COVID let us stick together 

But separated us much more 

COVID led us back from globalisation to philistine lifestyle 

It isolated and introverted us 

It unlinked us as social beings. 

 

COVID made the imbeciles much more imbecile 

It revealed their disability and undefinable ineffectiveness 

COVID was the covering for all decisions undone 

Was the face-saver 

The excuse for everything.  

 

COVID made the Nations more national 

Renewed the idea of nationalism 

Rebuilt long forgotten borders 

Enclosed us from the World 

Only me…- 

 

COVID showed us with deficiencies  

That we’re all living in the same big network 

It left Men without work homes without outfit 

Children without shoes painters without canvas 

It put the internet first to personal handshake. 

 

 



 

COVID led us back to home office 

Put home office first to customer contact 

Made bureaus meetings congresses senseless 

Claimed computers the Holy Grail 

You alone with yourself - virtually.  

 

COVID let Nature breathe again 

Recoloured places ruined by tourism 

Gave us back the Awareness for the murmurs in the woods 

The humming in the meadows and the splendor of butterflies 

That fish in the Sea should not be taken for granted. 

 

COVID separated us from the World 

Refused us the marvel and beauty 

Set us back into our memories 

Cut of the umbilical cord to Mother Earth 

And latest gave us back only a little bit. 

 

COVID betrayed our children 

Who wanted to explore and to configure their world 

Who wanted to find their place under the sky 

It let children paint faces without a mouth 

It exiled them to computers and the internet. 

 

COVID stripped us off Truth 

It brought us to Faith with churches which were closed 



It brought conspiracy theories and superstition to life 

It redefined Me and You and Family 

Thus it divorced us from the We 

COVID did it. 
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